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Bloch Particle in the Presence of dc and ac Fields: Statistics of the Wigner Delay Time
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The paper studies quantum states of a Bloch particle in the presence of external ac and dc fields.
Provided the period of the ac field and the Bloch period are commensurate, an effective scattering
matrix is introduced, the complex poles of which are the system quasienergy spectrum. The statistics
of the resonance width and the Wigner delay time shows a close relation of the problem to random
matrix theory of chaotic scattering. [S0031-9007(99)08408-2]
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This paper studies quantum states of a Bloch particle
the presence of external ac and dc fieldsbH  p̂2y2 1 cosx 1 Fx 1 Fvx cossvtd . (1)

Although being of extreme physical importance, this prob
lem proves to be pretty tough and was analyzed befo
exclusively in a one-band approximation by using the tigh
binding model [1]. In our recent paper [2] we have sug
gested a method which allows us to go beyond ann-band
approximation. For the case of a one to one resonan
between the Bloch periodTB  h̄yF and the period of ac
field Tv  2pyv the analysis of the complex quasienerg
spectrum was done in Ref. [3]. It was shown that in th
generic case, where the classical dynamics of the syst
(1) (with the static field canceled) is chaotic [4], the spe
trum should be regarded as quasirandom. Then the s
tistical analysis is an appropriate one for describing th
spectrum. The distribution of decay times of the quantu
metastable states (the decay time is defined by the ima
nary part of complex quasienergy) was found to have
algebraic tail, which is responsible for a specific phenom
non of quantum stabilization reported in Refs. [3,5].

In this present Letter we analyze the model (1) und
a weaker condition of commensurate periods:TByTv 
ryq (r , q are coprime integers). We show that in thi
case the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian (1) ca
be reduced to an effective scattering problem withq
open channels. In other words, we introduce an effecti
scattering matrix of sizeq 3 q, the complex poles of
which are the complex resonance spectrum. This is
central result of the paper [6]. Further analysis involve
the famous conjecture in the theory of quantum chaos th
provided the classical dynamics of the system is chaot
the system spectral properties are similar to those of
random matrix sharing the same symmetry [7]. Usin
the results of modern random matrix theory of chaot
scattering (see [8], and references therein) we can pred
the asymptotic behavior of the distributions for the deca
and delay times. In particular, it follows that in the
incommensurate case (which can be approached throu
the limit r , q ! `, ryq ! irrational) the distribution has
no algebraic tail. This explains the absence of quantu
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stabilization in the incommensurate case observed in
numerical simulation of the system dynamics [3,5].

We briefly recall some results of the papers [2,3
It is convenient to include the ac term of the Hami
tonian (1) in the periodic potential, which is done b
the gauge transformationp ! p 1 sFvyvd sinsvtd,
x ! x 2 sFvyv2d cossvtd. Then the Hamiltonian takes
the form bH  p̂2y2 1 V sx, td 1 Fx ,

V sx, td  cosfx 2 e cossvtdg, e  Fvyv2.
(2)

The dynamics of the system (2) is determined by t
system evolution operator which, provided the existen
of the common periodT  qTB  rTv, is periodic in
time [2]. Thus time-Floquet formalism can be used an
denoting by bU the Floquet operator (i.e., the evolutio
operator over the periodT ), the equation for the system
quasienergies has the formbUcsxd  exps2ildcsxd . (3)

Equation (3) should be accomplished by a bounda
condition, the type of which defines whether the spectru
is complex (and discrete) or real (and continuous).
this paper we consider a Hermitian boundary conditio
Thusl is real in what follows and the eigenfunctions ar
normalized againstd function.

We obtain a constructive analytical expression for t
unitary operator bU by using the standard substitutio
csx, td  exps2iFxtyh̄dc̃sx, td in the Schrödinger equa-
tion. Then bU  e2iqx bW ,

bW  dexp

(
2

i
h̄

Z T

0

"
s p̂ 2 Ftd2

2
1 V sx, td

#
dt

)
,

(4)

where the caret over exponent denotes time orderi
It is seen from Eq. (4) that the operatorbU commutes
with the translational operator over the lattice perio
and, therefore, the quasimomentumk is a good quantum
number. Presenting the wave function in Eq. (3) in th
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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csxd  eikx
X̀

n2`

csk,ld
n kx j nl ,

kx j nl  s2pd21y2einx ,
(5)

we reduce the eigenvalue problem (3) to diagonalizatio
of an infinite matrix given by the product of two unitary
matrices:

SWc  exps2ildc . (6)

In Eq. (6), S is the shift matrix with the elements
Sn0,n  kn0j exps2iqxd jnl  dn0,n2q and the ele-
ments of the matrix W are given by Wn0,n 
kn0j exps2ikxd bW expsikxd jnl (note that the quasimo-
mentum k enters as a parameter). By convention th
expansion coefficientsc

sk,ld
n are arranged in a column

vector c with an indexn decreasing from top to bottom
and, to simplify the formulas, we shall omit the quasimo
mentum indexk and quasienergy indexl.

First we consider the caseq  1. The method of
solving Eq. (6) is based on the fact that the matrixW
tends asymptotically to a diagonal one

Wn0,n ! dn0,nwn, n, n0 ! 6` ,

wn  exp

"
2

i
2h̄

Z T

0
sh̄n 1 h̄k 2 Ftd2 dt

#
.

(7)

Let us assume that the asymptotic (7) is “good enoug
for jnj . N. [The characteristic size of the “interaction
region,” where the asymptotic fails, is given by2Np ø
Jy2p h̄ with J being the volume of the chaotic componen
of the classical phase space (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [3]).
the regular casee  0, J is the volume under separatrix.]
Then we decompose the vectorc into three subvectors

c 

0B@ cs1d

cs0d

cs2d

1CA , (8)

where cs1d consists of the coefficientscn with indices
n . N , cs2d with n , 2N 2 1, and cs0d is constructed
from cn with indices2N 2 1 # n # N . The vectorcs1d

is completely defined by the value of the coefficientcN11
and the equation

wncn  exps2ildcn21 , (9)

which follows from Eq. (6) forq  1 and asymptotic (7).
Analogously, the vectorcs2d is defined by Eq. (9) and the
value ofc2N21. For the vectorcs0d we have an algebraic
equation

f bQN sSW d 2 exps2ildgcs0d  2wN11cN11eN . (10)

In Eq. (10) bQN sSWd is the truncated matrixSW

bQN sSWd 

µ
013s2N11d 0131

Ws2N11d3s2N11d 0s2N11d31

∂
, (11)

and eN is a column vector of the same size2N 1 2
with all elements equal to zero except the first on
n

e

-

h”

t
In

e,

equal to unit. We note that Eq. (10) actually relat
the coefficientc2N21 to the coefficientcN11 and, thus,
matches two asymptotic solutionscs1d andcs2d. Without
loss of generality we can choose the phase ofcN11 such
that2wN11cN11  1.

We define the matrixGsld (of dimension1 3 1 in the
considered caseq  1) as a phase gain (loss) relativ
to the case when the matrixW is given by Eq. (7) for
arbitrary n, n0 (we shall refer to the latter case as “ze
solution”). Thus

c2N21  Gsldc̃2N21 , (12)

where c̃2N21 , expfis2N 1 2dlg is the zero solution.
Using Eq. (10), the matrixGsld can be presented in the
form

Gsld  lim
N!`

aN slde0
N f bQN sSWd 2 exps2ildg21eN ,

(13)

where e0
N is a row vector with all elements equal t

zero except the last one, equal to unit, and the ph
factor aN sld  c̃p

2N21 is given by the zero solution. We
also add the limitN ! ` in Eq. (13) which ensures
the validity of asymptotic formula (7). The numerica
calculation of the scattering matrix (13) indicates a rap
convergence of the limit.

An important characteristic ofGsld is the quantity

t  2i
d ln Gsld

dl
 2iGp dG

dl
, (14)

which is known in the literature as the Wigner dela
time (note that heret can take negative values) an
is directly related to density of states of a continuo
quasienergy spectrum. The quantityt also determines the
normalization of the subvectorcs0d. [The whole vectorcl

is normalized against ad function: kcl0 j cll  dsl0 2

ld.] Namely,

t  lim
N!`

NX
n2N21

sjcs0d
n j2 2 1d . (15)

Calculation of the delay timet on the basis of Eq. (15)
is actually preferable compared to Eq. (14) because
eliminates a numerical estimation for the derivative.

As an example, the left panel in Fig. 1 shows th
delay time t as a function of the quasienergyl and
quasimomentumk for the parametersv  10y6, e 
Fvyv2  1.5, h̄  0.5, and F  h̄yTv ø 0.13 of the
Hamiltonian (2). In addition, the right panel in Fig.
(after [3]) depicts the real part of the complex quasiener
corresponding to the most stable states [9]. As expec
the quantityt  tsl, kd reveals the underlying resonanc
structure.

In this paragraph we generalize the main formul
displayed above for the case of arbitraryq. For arbitrary
q, Eq. (9) has the form

wncn  exps2ildcn2q . (16)
1535
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FIG. 1. Wigner delay time as a gray scale map (a) and t
real part of the complex quasienergy spectrum (b) (for ea
k the first 13 most stable states are plotted). The syst
parameters arev  10y6, e  Fvyv2  1.5, h̄  0.5, and
F  h̄yTv ø 0.13.

It follows from Eq. (16) that there areq independent
solutionscs6,id, (i  1, . . . , q), and, therefore, the matrix
Gsld is of dimensionq 3 q. We adopt Eq. (13) for this
case by substituting the vectoreN by the matrixeN of
the size q 3 s2N 1 1 1 qd of the following structure
(shown forq  2, N  2):

eN 

0BBBBBBBBBB@

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

1CCCCCCCCCCA
, e0

N 

µ
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

∂
,

(17)

and the prefactoraN by the diagonalq 3 q matrix with
the elements given by the zero solutions. The quant
Eq. (14) is also a matrixt  2iG1dGydl and the
normalization condition Eq. (15) takes the formti,i 

limN!`

PN
n2N2qsjcs0,id

n j2 2 1yqd.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the statistics

the delay and decay times. First we discuss which res
could be expected. To avoid a misunderstanding, we a
recall that the decay and delay times are related but
identical notions. The decay time is the lifetime of
metastable state and is defined ast0  1yG, where G

is the resonance width, i.e., twice the imaginary part
the complex (quasi-)energy. Thus the decay time is
characteristic of the complex spectrum. In contrast, t
delay time Eq. (14) is a characteristic of continuous re
spectrum. Physically it corresponds to the time interv
during which a wave packet (coming from the asympto
region) is captured within the interaction region.
1536
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A statistical approach to chaotic scattering, which i
based on the random matrix assumption (the syste
Hamiltonian is modeled by a random matrix), is nowa
days widely used in the problems like ballistic electro
scattering in the mesoscopic devices, decay of unsta
nuclei and molecules, and many others [10]. In thes
cases the general theory predicts the following distrib
tions of the normalized partial Wigner delay timet and
resonance widthG (inverse decay time) [11]:

Pstd 
1

M!
1

tM12 exp

√
2

1
t

!
, (18)

PsGd 
MM

sM 2 1d!
GM21 dM

dGM

√
e2G sinhG

G

!
, (19)

whereM is the number of open channels and the syste
is assumed to belong to the Gaussian unitary ensem
(GUE) symmetry class [12]. A remarkable feature of th
distributions displayed is the presence of an algebraic t
for both delay and decay times. (Note, however, th
in the limit of an infinite number of channels the tail is
absent.) Of course, we can not directly apply the formula
(18) and (19) to our system of interest [13]. Howeve
relaying on the universality of chaos, it can be used a
“the first approximation.”

The histogram in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the
Wigner delay time for the parameters of Fig. 1. It is
seen that the peak of the distribution is around zero del
time and then the function slowly decays. The asymptot
of the distribution for larget is presented in the inset
of the figure, where we plot the integrated distributio
Isgd 

Rg

0 P̃sg0d dg0 of the inverse delay timeg  1yt

in double logarithmic scale. The integrated distributio
of the resonance widthG is also shown. It follows from
the numerical data thatIsgd , g2, g ø 1, and IsGd ,
G, G ø 1. Thus Pstd , t23, t ¿ 1, in agreement
with Eq. (18) for M  1, and PsGd ! const, G ! 0,
in agreement with Eq. (19). A more detailed statistica

FIG. 2. The distribution of the Wigner delay time. The inse
shows integrated distributions of inverse delay timeg  1yt
and resonance widthG.
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analysis of the delay time, which includes the caseq fi 1
and the case of recovered orthogonal symmetry, will b
published elsewhere.

To summarize, we rigorously (no approximations) ana
lyzed the problem of a Bloch particle in ac and dc fields
The analysis is based on a scattering matrix approac
which is essentially the familiar scattering theory, how
ever, in momentum space. As the main result, we in
troduced an effective scattering matrix, which contain
exhaustive information about the system (quasi-)energ
spectrum. In addition and as an example of the applic
tion of the theory, we analyzed the statistics of the Wigne
delay time for the system parameters, where its classic
dynamics is chaotic. The obtained results are shown
be consistent with the predictions of random matrix the
ory of chaotic scattering. In this connection we note tha
the system discussed appears to be a nice physical mo
for testing the predictions of the random matrix theory—
it is not easy to find another physical system, where th
calculation of the resonances and delay time is so simp
and without involving any additional assumption.
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